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Monday meeting
held by Viktoria Arwinge

Thank you for a nice seminar last Thursday about the Climate and about how IGV and SU can act in 
order to contribute to the reduction of the carbon footprint.  A special thanks to those of you who 
gave presentations and prepared a challenging quiz.

• The next salary review will take place during the autumn, from October to December. The new 
salaries will be effective from 1 of October 2022. If you want to discuss your salary with Helen, 
Magnus or myself in the context of this upcoming salary review, September or the beginning 
of October will be a good time to schedule such a meeting. As you all know, the wages of PhD 
students are not individually set. Instead they have three different wage levels depending on how 
far they have come in their PhD studies. These wage levels will be adjusted from the 1 of October 
2022. 

• As I informed you about in the beginning of this year, the overhead % at IGV is still 50% but what 
is new from 2022, according to new SU guidelines, is that we need to split the overhead % into 
two parts; So, from 2022, 28% of the overhead % is to cover premises costs and 22% is to cover 
overhead costs. This means, that when you apply for external funding, please calculate 28% of 
salary costs including social fees for premises costs and 22% of salary costs including social fees 
for overhead costs. In total this amounts to 50% of salary costs including social fees.

• A kind reminder – According to regulations, all employees at SU (as well as all employees within 
the public sector) must use procured suppliers when we purchase goods or services. This is the 
mail rule. This means that we always need to check with the procured suppliers if they can deliver 
what we request. When it comes to booking travels and accommodations for example, Egencia 
is the procured travel agency that we must use. If Egencia can´t deliver what you requested, then 
please save the email from Egencia and then contact a travel company or a hotel directly yourself, 
but remember that you need to attach the email from Egencia (where Egencia states that they 
can`t deliver according to your request) when claiming your expenses. According to routines at 
SU, we need to have this email from Egencia as evidence, explaining why we is some cases need 
to book travels and accommodations directly ourselves.
o According to the SU agreement with Egencia, there is only exception where we don´t have 
to turn first hand to Egencia and that is when we book train tickets. This can be done by turning 
directly to SJ (Swedish train ticket company) or you can book it by Egencia. 

• A few words about the SU economy. In the end of February 2022, the SU annual report was 
audited (like every year) and approved by the National Swedish Audit (Riksrevisionen) and this 
annual report covers the financial situation at SU. You can find it on the SU web. Please find some 
interesting numbers below.
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o Compared to 2020, SU was more successful 2021 in getting external grants. SU got 600 
Mnkr from VR. In year 2020 SU got 400 Mnkr from VR. A significant part of the VR grants we got 
for 2021 was appointed for research infrastructure and as you know, IGV was one of the lucky 
departments who got 28 Mnkr in 2021 for research infrastructure. We have just finalized the 
procurements of these new machines and they will be delivered during this year. 
o In 2021, SU had almost 30 500 full year students, 1 400 PhD students and 5 700 employees.  
o The average study time for PhD students taking their PhD exam was 4,3 years (same for male/
female PhD students) in 2021. This average study time has been reduced over the last years. If we 
compare to 2019, the average study time was 4,7 years for female PhD students and 4,5 years for 
male PhD students.
o The total revenues at SU amounted to 5,8 billion kronor 2021. 
o The financial result at SU 2021 was negative in 2021 and ended up with −3,8 Mnkr. Even 
though SU had a negative end result in year 2021, the university had an accumulated financial 
surplus in the end of 2021 that amounted to 689 Mnkr. The major part of this surplus has been 
achieved within Education (634 Mnkr) and the rest has occurred within research and research 
education. 

• Deadline Primula May:
o 5 May: claims of wellness benefits, overtime hours
o 12 May: Claims of expenses, hour reports 

• We will have another visit from the internal audit tomorrow (Tuesday). I will meet with the 
auditors together with Björn and Schauki and the aim om tomorrows audit will be them taking 
samples of our book keeping, checking our purchases, reviewing that IGV complies with the 
regulations regarding procurement and purchase.


